Advanced dynamic monitoring of cellular status using label-free and non-invasive cell-based sensing technology for the prediction of anticancer drug efficacy.
Quantitative evaluation of anticancer drug efficacy using in vitro cell-based assays is useful for cancer patients, particularly those who show unconventional cancer development. Nevertheless, conventional chemosensitivity testing often requires widely used labeling agents and time-consuming laboratory procedures that provide low reliability. Label-free non-invasive cell-based assays are desired for dynamic monitoring of cellular status. This critical review first describes conventional chemosensitivity testing and then advanced label-free cell-based technology used to screen anticancer drugs through dynamic monitoring of cellular status, focusing on dosage and the use of drug-resistant cancer cells. Results from label-free cell-based approaches are compared with those of conventional chemosensitivity testing. The cellular statuses, addressed in terms of respective mechanisms and disadvantages, are extracellular fluxes of proton (H(+)), O(2), and anticancer drugs, cell morphology changes, cell-environment interaction, and mitochondrial membrane potential. Finally, a cell-based systems outlook is presented. This paper represents a step toward efficient and accurate initial screening of anticancer drugs and development of compounds and their combined use to achieve pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic interactions, and chemotherapy evaluation of particular anticancer drugs for individual patients.